Abstract-Some cameras, especially in the case of assembling line-sensor 3CCD cameras, may generate non-suitable images which include phenomena called "pixel shifts." This paper describes such a phenomenon, its numerical analysis and comparison between professional determination and machine detection.
I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, several applications with monitoring and surveillance become essential and very much necessary because of accident detection, crime prevention, disaster avoidance and so on [1] [2] [3] . Web Cameras and digital image understanding with related technologies have been essential and playing one of the most important roles for the above activities.
As several kinds of digital cameras become more popular, users of such cameras want to apply them into various fields. Some of applications include image understanding, imagebased measuring, objects detecting, and so on. These procedures assume the precision of camera's resolution. Such procedures should check resolution precision of their cameras in order to achieve good performance for image recognition.
Some cameras, especially line-sensor 3CCD color cameras, cannot always provide good images in practical cases. Images sometimes have blur or color bleeding. In such a case, this paper defines that there occurs phenomena called "pixel shifts" in the target image which has been monitored by the potentially incorrect camera. It is very important to detect occurrence of such phenomena based on not only determination by specialist but also mechanical/electronic examination by suitable method for the sake of correct monitoring with the camera.
In the next section, at first, we introduce such a phenomenon called "pixel shift" in images monitored by lien-sensor 3CCD Cameras. Secondarily, we show our approach for detection of occurrence of pixel shift.
In the third section, we propose a procedure for "digitalization of pixel shift" by means of graphical and numerical methods. Such a procesure includes graphical conversion of camera-monitored image with pixel shifts, application of function interpolation into the relevant graphics, and calculation of digitalized pixel shift. After that, we can obtain sub-pixelbased value which indicates digitalization of pixel shift.
In the fourth section, we illustrate comparison of specialists' determination of occurrence of pixel shifts and our approach' results. In its first half, as one of performance evaluations of our approach, some results of our approach can predict perfectly some specialist's determination. And secondarily another kind of our results can find out the difference of other specialist's determination.
Finally, we conclude our summaries in the last section and mention our future research for digitalization of pixel shift.
II. PHENOMENA OF PIXEL SHIFTS In this section, we introduces phenomena called "pixel shift" in camera-monitored image. For the sake of avoidance of using such an incorrect image, we show our previously proposed approach for detection of "pixel shift" occurrence in systematic ways.
A. Phenomena of "Pixel Shift"
This subsection introduces phenomena called "pixel shifts" in the images obtained from line-sensor 3CCD color cameras.
Recently, such 3CCD cameras become popular in the fields of image-based measuring and object detecting. Performance of such cameras has played a dominate role for reliability of measurement and detection. Precision of resolution has been also very much important for 3CCD color cameras. Figure1 shows an image for fiducial grids of standard target for camera calibration and focuses an orange-line square for one of its grids. This is a very important baseline for camera calibration as well as detection of target objects. If a camera is designed to work correctly and generate suitable images for several applications such as image understanding, it can provide normal images, one of which is expressed in the Figure2. At manufacturing lines of 3CCD color camera in Japanese corporation, a few specialists must check quality and performance of their corporation-produced cameras, unit by unit in the literature, in a relatively short period in order to improve efficiency of corporation's production. Such a process sometimes needs time-consuming procedures and almost always suffers from a lack of human resources, for example, power, capability, working time and so on.
On the other hand, if cameras may unfortunately be designed/manufactured not to work correctly, they cannot provide images just like Figure2. Some of those cameras used to provide images shown in Figure3.
In such a case, there may be a clear detection of a phase difference among R, G, and B signals provided from the 
B. Proposed Approach to Detect Occurrence of Pixel Shift
As mentioned before, pixel shift can be defined as phase difference among R, G, and B signals for color images. A specialist has been able to find and recognize such phenomena in the color image while adjusting 3CCD camera by means of visual judgment of specialists. However, this procedure sometimes gets to be a skillful, patient and time-consuming tasks so that other staffs can do neither in the short period nor in an accurate way.
If monitoring and measuring are carried out with such 3CCD camera, their performance will be not good and degree of precision will become poor because of pixel shift. It is necessary for users to have certain criteria to determine whether such phenomena "pixel shifts" really occur or not in target color image. In the other hand, objective criteria could provide well-defined level to utilize the relevant camera for image recognition/measurement or not. At the macro level, there does not seem to be any pixel shift in the relevant image, but there sometimes may be some pixel shifts in it when examined microscopically.
It is very much important to know whether pixel shifts occur or not, namely whether such pixel shifts remain within the range of allowance (= tolerance level) or outside. In this paper, we focus how to analyze characteristics of pixel shifts, work out (i.e. calculate or derive) reasonable (= useful) criteria, and propose an efficient procedure to get numerical value and tolerance level according to the relevant pixel shifts. It may be difficult to express R, G, and B signals for color image, which are generated from 3CCD digital camera, as general periodic functions such as A(t)sin(ωt + φ). Because such a case needs some necessary conditions to demonstrate that these signals are periodic. In this paper, therefore, we will employ not periodic functions but general polynomial functions to formulate the relevant R, G, and B signals simply. This study has employed several numerical methods by reference of many books such as "Numerical Recipes [4] ".
In order to calculate efficiently phase difference among the relevant R, G, and B signals defined with polynomial functions, certain baseline has been utilized where all the values of R, G, and B signals would become to zeros simultaneously if there were no pixel shift at the target image. The formulation of proposed procedure is described as follows; 1) the R, G, and B signals are expressed and approximated as the according three polynomial functions.
2) The (three) minimal values of x-coordinate for the above functions are calculated by means of analytic methods.
3) The phase difference among the R, G, and B signals is obtained by means of the three differences of the above minimal values. 4) Pixel shifts are digitalized and visualized to utilize the above phase difference. 5) This is a trial to introduce an objective criteria whether the pixel shifts occur or not.
III. DIGITALIZATION OF PIXEL SHIFT
This section explains graphical characteristics of pixel shift as preparation of digitalization of pixel shift, demonstrates a procedure of digitalization through calculation of the value for occurrence of pixel shift, and describes algorithm for digitalization of pixel shift including function interpolation.
A. Graphical Characteristics of Pixel Shift
This subsection prepares graphical characteristics of pixel shift before practical calculation of the value of pixel shift and derivation the level of occurrence of pixel shift.
In the case of normal image, which includes no pixel shift or few and indistinctive one, for example, Figure2, it is suitable for users to utilize the relevant image for image recognition and measurement. Some applications of image handling need efficient detection of outline and contour. And others, especially, perform image processing in order to determine outlines/borders of target objects. Such application users really want to use normal and sharply-defined images and avoid unclear focused ones.
Figure2 is a good example for normal image with very little or almost no pixel shift. If our approach of digitalizing pixel shift is applied to that image, the according result must be indicated with low level of pixel shift. Figure4 shows graphical characteristics of Figure2.
With reference of Figure4, there looks like no phase difference among R, G, and B signals and the values of those get down to zeros simultaneously according to the fiducial grid. Such a case can provide sharply-defined images and efficient determination of outlines/borders of target objects.
By the way, in the case of incorrect image, which includes certain distinguished pixel shift(s), for example, Figure3, it is difficult for users to utilize such an image for image recognition and measurement. Because it is vaguely-outlined, it is considered not to be suitable for almost applications of image understanding and so on. If a user did not know his/her camera generates image including some serious pixel shifts, his/her remote monitoring and surveillance might not be successful and could not provide suitable information for decision making.
For the next discussion about digitalization of pixel shift, it will be useful for readers to investigate and understand graphical characteristics of Figure3. Figure5 shows the relevant characteristics clearly and points out distinguished phase difference among R, G, and B signals. And it illustrates that R, G, and B signals do not get down to zeros simultaneously according to the fiducial grid. As it is mentioned before, we are willing to focus attention on its phase difference among R, G, and B signals to define occurrence of pixel shift to be analyzed later in this paper. We will provide a useful numerical procedure to digitalize pixel shift to obtain the level for occurrence of pixel shift in the next subsections.
B. Demonstration of Digitalization of Pixel Shift
This subsection demonstrates how to digitalize the value of pixel shift by means of Lagrange function interpolation. Assuming that three points of x-coordinate are given, for example,
With the above functions(1), the relevant Lagrange interpolation polynomial P 2 (x) can be defined as follows;
Using expression (2), we can calculate the value of xcoordinate which gives the minimal value of P 2 (x). After differentiating P 2 (x), we can derive the relevant value of xcoordinate with equation dP 2 (x)/dx = 0. In this case, P 2 (x) is quadratic function so that the above value of x-coordinate can be derived as follows;
In the case of giving the three pixel points for R, G, B signals, we can easily calculate the minimal values for Lagrange-interpolated functions according to R, G, B signals using the above expression (3) as follows;
With the above three equations (4), (5) and (6), we can compute numerical value for the pixel shift as follows;
Through calculating in the above way, we can digitalize pixel shift to determine whether pixel shift occurs or not. Of course, that is for the case of using the three pixel points, but other cases can do like this. In the other words, we will be able to determine whether pixel shift occurs or not semiautomatically without ability from specialist, with reference to the relevant value for digitalized pixel shift limited in an allowance range.
As you know, Lagrange interpolation can be easily expanded to more multiple pixel points in the case that four or more pixel points become necessary to obtain more suitable value for digitalized pixel shift. In such a case, min(x R ), min(x G ) and min(x B ) can be calculated by means of famous Newton-Raphson numerical method to resolve efficiently an equation: dP n (x)/dx = 0, where n ≥ 3 .
C. Algorithm for Digitalization of Pixel Shift
This subsection discusses how to digitalize suitable pixel shift for given target images. In the normal case, digital cameras provide JPEG images so that the target image is in the JPEG format from now on. 
The results are shown in TABLE I. 
In the case of TABLE I, the maximal value among
01. So the digitalized value for pixel shift can be calculated as 1.01 pixel. In the comparison with the next section's discussion, the level of pixel shift is relatively large because of being more than 0.5 pixel.
IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION FOR DIGITALIZATION OF PIXEL SHIFT
This section introduces two types of comparison of specialists' determination of occurrence of pixel shifts and our approach' results as performance evaluations of our approach. The former illustrates perfect prediction of some specialist's determination in the first subsection. The latter demonstrates the difference between other specialist's determination and our calculated results in the second subsection. And we try to show our analytical consideration as Kansei evaluation of human sensitivity.
A. Performance Evaluation of Digitalization
We have made an attempt to compare results for digitalization of pixel shift with determination by specialist as performance evaluation of our approach. As it is mentioned before, the conventional approach is to determine whether pixel shift occurs or not through visual judgment achieved by specialist. That is called "specialist's determination". In ordinary cases, the above procedure sometimes becomes one of the most time-consuming tasks and used to be suffering from a lack of power and working time of specialist.
With our approach to digitalize pixel shift, it might be improved and specialist would be set free for this procedure. We have obtained 20 images which have been already determined whether pixel shift or not and classified based on specialist's determination into two groups explained below. We have tried to apply "digitalization of pixel shift" into the relevant 20 images and derived their values of the levels for occurrence of pixel shift according to the images. TABLE II shows comparison between determination by specialist and calculated value through "digitalization of pixel shift". In TABLE II, the notation "OK" means that a specialist determines there is no pixel shift in the relevant image. And the notation "NG" means that the same specialist determines there are some pixel shifts in the relevant image.
From comparison in TABLE II, we can have some useful knowledge about relation between determination of specialists and approach to digitalization of pixel shift as follows;
• The value of digitalization for the image, which has been determined as "OK" by specialists, is less than 0.45 pixel. And the value of digitalization for the image, which has been determined as "NG" by specialists, is more than 0.63 pixel.
• The table of comparison indicates a high likelihood of determination as "OK" by specialists where digitalization of pixel shift is less than 0.5 pixel and also determination as "NG" by specialists where the results of digitalization is more than 0.5 pixel. It is one of useful evidences that our approach can reply the same detection of occurrence of pixel shift as visual judgment by specialist.
In the above comparison, our calculated results had been perfectly consistent with determination by the relevant specialists. And criteria of determination of pixel shift occurrence is summarized as follows;
1) It can be supposed that there is no pixel shift in the case where the value of digitalization of pixel shift for the relevant image is less than 0.45 pixel. 2) It can be supposed that there occurs any pixel shift in the case where the value of digitalization of pixel shift for the relevant image is more than 0.5 pixel. With our approach and these criteria, we can highly probably predict determination of specialists, detect occurrence of pixel shift and consequently propose one of useful solutions to reduce such time-consuming problem without contribution of specialist.
B. Example of Kansei Evaluation of Human Sensitivity
We have obtained other 20 images monitored by line-sensor 3CCD cameras on manufacturing stage. Another specialist had already determined whether pixel shifts occurred or not in every image as follows; The first half of the 20 images were categorized to "OK"-files from OK 1 to OK 10 and other (= the second half) were done to "NG"-files from NG 1 to NG 10 .
Independently from the the above specialist's determination, we apply our procedure of digitalization of pixel shift into every image and calculate the relevant value of digitalization of pixel shift in the TABLE III.
It should be noted that our calculated value of digitalization of pixel shift for OK 8 is 0.550 in TABLE III. Therefore, we At first, Fig.6 shows an enlargement of OK 8 (= OK image file No8). Around the vertical black bar, gray or light-blue colored pixel shift occurs in the left hand, while light-brown colored pixel shift also does in the right one. Secondarily, Fig.7 shows an enlargement of NG 9 (= NG image file No9). Around the vertical black bar, light-blue colored pixel shift occurs in the left hand, while light-yellow colored pixel shift also does in the right one.
Our approach can calculate value of digitalized pixel shift, although specialist may determine whether pixel shifts occurs or not by means of his/her sensitivity for some kind of difference between target monitored image and reference image in his/her mind. While our approach should ignore an effect based on color difference, even specialist, as human being, may be affected by the effect of color, especially luminous colors. There may be one of the reasons that even specialist had determined no occurrence of pixel shifts in the specific image whose value of digitalization of pixel shifts is more than 0.500 through our numerical approach. It may be necessary to have future discussion related the above cases for the more detailed consideration about Kansei evaluation of human sensitivity.
V. CONCLUSIONS This paper describes phenomena of "pixel shifts" in the image which is monitored by potentially incorrect line-sensor 3CCD cameras. And it introduces a sequence of procedures as "digitalization of pixel shift". Such procedures are summarized as follows;
• Reading the values of R, G, and B signals from the target image. Picking up specified sample value for efficient approximation. Interpolating a suitable Lagrange-based approximation function with picked-up pixel points.
• Calculating the minimal values of such interpolated functions for R, G, and B signals respectively according to the fiducial grid image where all the color signals become to zeros simultaneously . • Deriving phase difference among interpolated R, G, and B signals with mutual absolute differences of the above minimal values and defining that phase difference as the level for occurrence of pixel shift And we have compared the above-defined level for occurrence of pixel shift with specialist's determination.Compared results is good and make it possible to replace conventional method of Visual judgment for pixel shift by specialist with our approach. Additionally, it is supposed that our approach can detect such special case that there occurs any pixel shift where even specialist determines no occurrence of pixel shift.
And finally, we will improve digitalization of pixel shift and semi-and/or full-automatic determination of pixel shift as future plan. Then we hope that this study will give us some opportunities to research human sensitivity compared with machine calculation and detection for image recognition.
